CemeCon expands its production site in the USA

Official opening of the new CemeCon Inc. production facility (left to right): Gary Lake, President of CemeCon Inc., Marjorie Steed,
CemeCon V.P., Dr. Toni Leyendecker, CEO of CemeCon AG, Mike Krusen, Chairman of STEG, Tom Santulli, Chemung County
Executive, and Edward Fairbrother, Big Flats Supervisor.

Now 50 employees can work on an area of 3,700 m² to fulfill customer orders in the field of PVD and
diamond coating for precision tools. Greater production capacity means even faster availability for both
premium technologies on the important North American market.
The North America headquarters of CemeCon are expanding: On January 17, a new production facility specially
designed for premium diamond coating was officially opened at its Big Flats location in New York. Its 1,500 m² provide
enough space to fulfill the ever-increasing demand.
“The USA are technology leaders in the field of aircraft construction and therefore also in treating lightweight materials.
Quality standards are very high – and we fulfill them,” as Gary Lake, President of CemeCon Inc. explained. “In moving
our diamond coating services to the new production facility, we are sustainably expanding and ensuring the availability
of our CCDia® coatings for the North American market.”
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„The USA are TECHNOLOGY LEADERS in
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION and therefore also in
treating lightweight materials. QUALITY STANDARDS
are very high – and we fulfill them.“
— Gary Lake, Präsident von CemeCon, Inc.

Customers ordering the premium PVD coating also benefit from the expansion measure: HiPIMS production, which is
also in great demand from many tool manufacturers, can expand significantly on the newly available space.
With its 50 employees working on an area of 3,700 m², CemeCon is now ideally positioned in the USA to react to the
market’s demand for greater capacities and even faster production, while maintaining its extremely high product
quality. The CemeCon AG CEO Toni Leyendecker sees this expansion as an important signal: “We continue to grow
globally and are constantly expanding our international presence.”
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